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1-Mar 28-Feb Chg 1-Mar 28-Feb Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,725.16      11,732.11  -0.06%   RM/USD 4.0743       4.0658       0.21%

  FBM KLCI 1,700.76        1,707.73    -0.41%  COMMODITIES 1,707.73    _

  FBM EMAS 11,798.12      11,826.70  -0.24%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,189.00    2,121.00    3.21%

  DJIA 26,026.32      25,916.00  0.43%   Oil/barrel (US$) 55.80          57.22          -2.48%

  S&P 500 2,803.69        2,784.49    0.69%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,293.40    1,313.31    -1.52%

  NASDAQ 7,595.35        7,532.53    0.83%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 600.50       592.50        1.35%
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VS Industry secures contract to manufacture Bissel home care products 

VS Industry has signed an agreement with US-based Bissell International Trading Co BV, to 

manufacture home care products under the Bissell brand name, on a box-build basis. The master supply 

agreement signed between Bissell and VS Industry’s wholly-owned unit, Guardian Southeast Asia Pte 

Ltd is for a 3-year period beginning Feb 27, and may be automatically extended in 1-year increments 

thereafter. (Source: The Edge) 

 

Kimlun 4Q profit dips 4.8%, proposes 3.7 sen dividend 

Kimlun net profit for the 4QFY18 fell 4.8% yoy to RM22.93m from RM24.08m, due mainly to higher 

finance cost. Its revenue for the quarter slipped to RM310.73m from RM372.13m in the preceding year. 

EPS dipped to 6.91 sen versus 7.53 sen previously. Kimlun proposed a final dividend of 3.7 sen per 

share. (Source: The Edge) 

 

KKB Engineering bags RM110.8m water supply contracts in Sarawak 

KKB Engineering has been awarded 2 contracts for water supply works in Sarawak amounting to 

RM110.8m. The group had been awarded the contracts by Jabatan Bekalan Air Luar Bandar Sarawak. 

One of the contracts is for the design, construction, completion, testing and commissioning of the 

proposed package SR1 (Southern Region) for the Sarawak Water Supply Grid Programme. Stressed 

Areas project and is set to start in March, lasting for 21 months until completion in December 2020. 

(Source: The Edge) 

 

Pos Malaysia falls 8% after posting second straight quarterly loss 

Shares of Pos Malaysia fell as much as 8.06% in active trade, after the group posted its 2nd straight 

quarterly loss in the 3QFY19. The stock fell 16 sen or 7.58% to RM1.95 after 2.37m shares were traded 

so far. Notably, Pos Malaysia's share price has more than halved over the past 12 months. (Source: The 

Edge) 
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IHH active, up at 7-month high after surge in 4Q earnings 

Shares in IHH Healthcare rose in active trade to a 7 month high after the group posted a 403% increase 

in its 4QFY18. IHH rose by 15 sen or 2.65% to RM5.81, with 1.14m shares being traded. While this is 

well above the group's one-year low of RM4.54 on Nov 13, 2018, it is still below the group's peak of 

RM6.30 on May 22 last year. (Source: The Edge) 

 

Yinson bags FPSO contracts worth US$901.8m in Nigeria 

Yinson has bagged contracts worth US$901.79m (RM3.67bn) for the charter, operations and 

maintenance of a floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel by First Exploration & 

Petroleum Development Company Ltd (First E&P) for use at the Anyala & Madu fields in Nigeria. The 

contracts were entered into via its wholly-owned subsidiary Yinson Nepeta Production Ltd (YNPL) and 

indirect subsidiary Yinson Operations & Production West Africa Ltd (YOPWAL). (Source: The Edge) 

 

SP Setia FY18 property sales at RM5.12bn, pays dividend of 4.55 sen per share 

SP Setia had achieved new property sales of RM5.12bn in FY18. Local projects contributed RM4.12bn or 

some 80% of sales, while international projects generated RM1bn or approximately 20% of the total 

figure. The RM5.12bn worth of new property sales surpassed its FY18 sales target of RM5bn. The sales 

achievement demonstrated the resilience and versatility of SP Setia in navigating the various 

headwinds in a subdued property market. (Source: The Edge) 

 

Ann Joo falls 3.95% after sharp decline in 4Q earnings 

Ann Joo shares fell 3.95% after its net profit declined 40.5% in 4QFY18 to RM33.02m from RM55.53m 

in the year-ago quarter, due to squeezed margins and the write down of inventories. Ann Joo fell 6 sen 

to RM1.46 with 212,600 shares traded. This was in spite of a 10.7% quarterly revenue growth to 

RM675.73m from RM610.15m a year ago. (Source: The Edge) 

 

SKP Resources' 3Q net profit down 22.6% on lower sales 

SKP Resources net profit dropped 22.6% to RM23.27m in 3QFY19 from RM30.05m in the year-ago 

quarter, in tandem with lower revenue contribution. EPS fell to 1.86 sen from 2.45 sen previously, the 

plastic products manufacturer. Revenue came in 22.9% lower at RM400.04m from RM518.69m in the 

corresponding 3QFY18. (Source: The Edge) 

 

UEM Edgenta improves core performance in 4Q18, declares eight sen dividend 

UEM Edgenta core net profit in the 4QFY18 expanded 27.8% to RM69.09m from RM54.07m previously 

on lower finance costs and taxes. When including gain of disposal of a subsidiary amounting to 

RM274.91m recorded in the previous corresponding quarter, UEM Edgenta’s net profit fell by more 

than 2/3 to RM67.73m from RM324.81m previously. Quarterly earnings per share fell to 8.14 sen from 

39.06 sen last year. (Source: The Edge) 

 

 


